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Executive Summary

With a new incoming federal administration prioritizing climate change, one innovative clean energy source offers a scalable pathway to economic recovery, local jobs, and cleaner air: offshore wind. Given the technology’s need for skilled labor, California offshore wind will bring both new short-term and long-term investments in the state’s economy and workforce. For instance, offshore wind will create shovel-ready jobs in port revitalization, turbine demonstration, and transmission line projects. Over the decades, offshore wind will also create sustainable long-term jobs in construction, manufacturing, and installation of offshore wind floating systems. Provisions in state policy or in Project Labor Agreements (PLAs) can support local hiring for these projects, creating direct local investment opportunities. Furthermore, incorporating local business enterprises (LBE) and disadvantaged business enterprises (DBE) can promote equity across these projects. Coupled with the right policy tools, this rapidly evolving technology could fulfill the promise of an equitable transition to a green economy.

This report also outlines the environmental health benefits that will come with the adoption of offshore wind. Currently, California relies on simple-cycle gas turbines, named “peaker plants,” to meet peak electricity demands. 78% of gas-powered plants are located in frontline environmental justice communities that struggle with a number of other socioeconomic and environmental burdens. Community proximity to natural gas combustion has been linked with worsening air quality and increased adverse health outcomes. As these fossil fuel power plants are retired, the current transmission capacity could be opened for offshore wind, obviating the need for new transmission infrastructure to be built. If built to scale, offshore wind can thus alleviate environmental inequity and transform older infrastructure that have perpetuated environmental injustices.

The coordination and cooperation of community, government, and private sector stakeholders are crucial for a successful floating offshore wind industry. According to research by the Bureau of Ocean Energy Management (BOEM) and the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL), California could provide up to 25% of the state’s electricity needs through the development of 5 offshore wind sites. As California establishes itself as the West Coast leader of the worldwide offshore wind supply chain, offshore wind would bolster California’s economic recovery, strengthen the local workforce, and promote equity. As California grapples with the devastating effects of an ongoing pandemic and widespread wildfires in 2020, offshore wind would subsequently be a win for environmental justice.
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Introduction

As the COVID-19 pandemic has devastated California’s public health and economy, offshore wind will serve two goals: improve the health of environmental justice communities and create local jobs through shovel-ready projects. Given the complexity and scale of offshore wind in California, this rapidly evolving technology can create tens of thousands of good-paying jobs for local underemployed and unemployed communities. Moreover, offshore wind energy will meet California’s renewable energy goals and supply energy during peak demand hours typically supplied by peaker plants. Consequently, offshore wind creates promising opportunities for economic recovery as well as improves air quality in California’s communities disproportionately burdened by environmental pollution.

Offshore Wind Can Be Built to Scale in California

Offering enormous potential workforce and environmental benefits, offshore wind can be built to scale in California. According to the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL), California’s offshore technical resource capacity is about 112 gigawatts (GW). The Bureau of Ocean Energy Management (BOEM) has already initiated the leasing process for three potential offshore wind sites off the coast of California: Humboldt Bay, Morro Bay, and Diablo Canyon. Two more sites for potential future development include Del Norte and Cape Mendocino, both identified in studies by BOEM and NREL. Unlike the fixed bottom offshore wind projects built on the East Coast of the United States and Europe, California’s geography requires floating wind turbine technology (Appendix A; see also Figure 1). Floating offshore wind can provide California with reliable round-the-clock electricity and is an essential renewable energy source to meet the state’s peak energy demand. If all five identified offshore wind sites were built to their total generation capacity of 21 GW, they could provide approximately 25% of the state’s future electricity needs.

Figure 1: How Offshore Floating Wind Farms Work
Economic Recovery, Workforce Benefits, Equity

Offshore Wind Creates Jobs for Years to Come


Beginning with port revitalization and initial turbine demonstration, offshore wind immediately creates good-paying local jobs through shovel-ready projects. Before offshore wind platforms can be constructed, suitable ports must be established for complete assembly of floating turbines. Upgrading a single port for offshore wind could create up to 6,000 full-time equivalent jobs and add $449 million to the state’s gross domestic product. The most immediately viable port in California for offshore turbine assembly is the Port of Humboldt Bay. In August 2019, the Humboldt Bay Harbor, Recreation and Conservation District issued a Request for Proposals to develop the Redwood Marine Terminal 1 as an offshore wind terminal. A number of port renovations to Redwood Marine Terminal 1 are necessary to accommodate turbine assembly, these renovations offer the region a wave of jobs unseen since the area’s lumber market collapsed in the 1990s. Additionally, Humboldt port development will require improvements to nearby shipping lanes that must be dredged to allow heavy cranes to assemble the floating platforms and tow assembled offshore wind components. Most port development work will be performed by skilled, unionized workers of the building, construction, and maritime trades. Local unions, ranging from the Humboldt-Del Norte Building Trades Council to the Inlandboatmen’s Union of the Pacific, have already expressed an eagerness for developing the offshore wind industry and assisting with workforce development.

Beyond port revitalization and manufacturing, transmission line projects offer more immediate job creation. The North Coast lacks crucial transmission interconnection to the state grid, and this process is sure to be an important, early project that creates jobs. The Humboldt Bay offshore wind site offers a resource potential of 1,607 MW; however, the existing PG&E Humboldt Bay Power Generation Station capacity is only 160 MW. To support the integration of the offshore wind power into the grid, additional capacity upgrades to local power stations and transmission lines must be undertaken. Another option is a subsea cable connecting North Coast offshore wind farms to load centers in the San Francisco Bay Area. Offshore wind will create transmission line jobs that require a prevailing wage backed by SB 350, a landmark 2015 law that required at least 50% renewable energy procurement.
While the offshore wind industry is still in its early stages in California, there has been considerable progress in planning prior to the pandemic. In 2018, BOEM had identified the state’s most abundant wind resources and began their leasing process of obtaining nominations from companies interested in the commercial wind energy leases for Humboldt County, Morro Bay, and Diablo Canyon. After BOEM leases have been granted, the research and development (R&D) phase of offshore wind can begin. This phase requires environmental impact assessments for each site, establishing project feasibility with deployment of floating turbine demonstrations and authorization of siting and permitting. In order to meet these objectives, electrical engineers, metal workers, environmental scientists, lawyers and various laborers will be needed to be employed. By 2025, the R&D phase could allot for 5,900 full-time equivalent (FTE) jobs and .4 GW of offshore wind deployment. This progress will pave the way for thousands of offshore wind jobs in California.

Medium- to Long-Term Projects Are Construction, Manufacture, and Installation of Floating Wind Systems.

The next major phase of hiring is estimated for 2026 to 2035 and will consist of the manufacture and construction of offshore wind systems in California. Within ten years, California could deploy 8.1 GW of commercial-scale floating wind. This stage will require collaboration between a wide range of occupations, ranging from skilled workers (pile divers/divers, millwrights, plumbers/plipfitters, welders, cutters, solderers, brazers, crane operators, electrical technicians, carpenters, health and safety specialists), engineers (environmental, mechanical, marine, research, subsea structure design), various laborers, vessel crews, plant managers, sales representatives, lawyers, administrative professionals, and marketing and communications professionals. By the end of this phase, around 2035, offshore wind would provide as many as 12,000 annual FTE jobs.

The next stage involves installation and commissioning, estimated to start in 2036 through to 2045.
Offshore Wind Can Strengthen Workforce Development and Provide a Just Transition.

Local Hiring Increases Investment in Local Surrounding Communities.

For Humboldt County, local hiring practices and workforce development can create thousands of good-paying jobs for local unemployed communities, as evident in prior projects. With the poverty rate at 36% in some parts of Humboldt County, investment in quality jobs for local residents, especially those in unemployed communities, can revitalize the state’s economy.\textsuperscript{32} Before the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic, the Humboldt area had a relatively small construction industry containing few workers with industrial skills or marine qualifications.\textsuperscript{33} Offshore wind can also foster specific partnerships with universities, community and technical colleges, and industry leaders to both sustain existing training programs and create new ones. These partnerships will garner a sufficient workforce for offshore wind construction, installation, and operations. Apprenticeship programs for the construction trades and for Merchants Mariners/Seaman could collaborate with the College of the Redwoods, the CSU Maritime Academy, and the region’s tribal governments to create a High-Road Training Partnership to fill these gaps and expand community access to offshore wind jobs.\textsuperscript{34}
Local Training Programs for Offshore Wind

A number of policy tools can also ensure local hiring. For offshore wind, a Community Benefits Agreement (CBA) and Community Workforce Agreement (CWA) can be used by developers for infrastructure projects like port improvements. A CBA is a contract between community groups and the developer to provide specific amenities to the local community or neighborhood; some ensure that particular projects create opportunities for local workers and communities. In comparison, a CWA is jointly developed among trade unions, developers, and community organizations to include an agreement on local hiring, apprenticeship programs, and other terms through Project Labor Agreements (PLAs). PLAs are multi-union collective bargaining agreements negotiated to establish wage rates, hours, project length, and health and pension benefits. Past offshore wind projects like Block Island in Rhode Island have benefited from strong PLAs with local unions. In November 2020, offshore wind developer Ørsted signed a landmark workforce initiative with North America’s Building Trades Unions (NABTU), which will lead to more local hiring and investment opportunities for workforce development.

Transitioning Skills and Targeted Hiring Will Diversify and Strengthen the Clean Energy Workforce.

As industries such as oil, gas, and nuclear energy are exchanged for renewables, offshore wind will present a natural transition for many workers that possess relevant skills and knowledge in energy systems. For instance, gas power plants and a nuclear power plant are planned for closure near the Morro Bay and Diablo Canyon sites. Jobs in construction and maintenance or general management and oversight, like plant operators and power dispatchers, are easily transferable to offshore wind projects. Hiring practices could prioritize these workers in order to ensure an equitable transition into renewable energy industries.

Even with familiarity of older energy systems, new retraining may be necessary to close the skills gap and ensure the necessary expertise for the offshore wind industry. Because certain careers are unique to the gas and nuclear sectors, such as...
chemical engineering, these positions will require focused retraining for comparable positions in the renewable energy fields. The collective planning of the Diablo Canyon nuclear power plant decommissioning is an example of early employee transitioning and assistance, which includes an employee severance and development program. Additional research should identify skill gaps and help mitigate job displacement.

Targeted hiring also presents an opportunity to diversify the offshore wind workforce, taking concrete steps to reach out to underrepresented communities of color and women. The development of an inclusive workforce can be accomplished through equitable wages, workforce outreach and recruitment grants, training centers and programs, Vocational English as a Second Language (VESL) programs, and targeted employment of veterans and women. By 2045, about 12,958 annual full-time construction jobs will be supported from the deployment of 18 GW of floating wind, about 73% of the total offshore wind jobs. With California’s ambitious transition to renewable energy, offshore wind can increase workforce diversity through targeted hiring goals and ensure an equitable transition for fossil fuel industry workers.

**Offshore Wind Can Incorporate More Projects for DBE & LBE.**

To spur equitable economic recovery, offshore wind projects may also incorporate local business enterprise (LBE) and disadvantaged business enterprise (DBE) provisions, similar to ones used in current utility infrastructure projects in California. For instance, General Order 156 (GO 156) from the California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) helps to stimulate participation of investor-owned utilities (IOUs) to procure or contract goods and services from women-, minority-, disabled veteran-, and LGBT owned business enterprises, in turn diversifying the bidding and procurement process (See Figure 2). In 2018, the combined efforts of IOUs subject to GO 156 exceeded the overall procurement goal of 21.5% spend, reaching a new high of 33.9% ($12.3 billion) of their total procurement with diverse suppliers. This was a 16.7% increase in diverse expenditure from 2017. Programs for DBE are necessary to reduce discrimination and related barriers that pose significant obstacles for these businesses seeking federally-assisted work. Offshore wind projects could provide opportunities to expand the incorporation of LBE and DBE contracts to the influx of public works projects which would further diversify the workforce and allow for more community-driven contracts.

**Figure 2: GO 156 Impacts on Diversity Spend**

**1988 - 2018 Utility Supplier Diversity Spend Percentage**

Source: California Public Utilities Commission
Offshore Wind Helps California Meet its 100% Renewable Energy Goal.

Committing California to 100% clean energy by 2045, SB 100 ambitiously accelerates the state’s timeline for transitioning to carbon-free power sources. Staying on track with newly elevated targets will require an added production of roughly 20 GW of renewable capacity by 2030. If the combined five offshore wind sites identified by BOEM are developed to their maximum potential of approximately 21 GW, they could provide 25% of the state’s future electricity needs. Staying on track with newly elevated targets will require an added production of roughly 20 GW of renewable capacity by 2030. Offshore wind would play a crucial role in California’s decarbonization goals and climate change mitigation.

California’s 2045 generation portfolio goals rely on quickly scaling up the generation capacity of solar, wind, and renewable storage technology. While some models and scenarios do not specifically include offshore wind technology, all scenarios do envision wind as generally essential for grid reliability. Offshore wind is a critical resource to meet California’s peak energy demand and also reduces the state’s dependency on natural gas-fired power plants. To achieve California’s climate goals, renewable energy technologies will need to provide strong and consistent energy between the peak hours of 4-9 pm. Offshore wind is key to addressing this dilemma (Appendix B), as coastal winds are commonly most powerful between 5-7 pm. Offshore wind can fill the supply gap when demand is high and generation from other renewable energy sources, like solar energy, is low. Another valuable aspect of offshore wind is that the turbines are built 20-25 miles off the shores of California, which grows the wind sector without utilizing limited available plots for onshore wind or solar farms. Since offshore wind systems are usually built beyond the visible horizon, the industry would minimize land use conflicts that typically exist onshore, such as sound or obstruction concerns. It is still important to note environmental concerns for marine ecosystems disruption; uncovering these impacts with environmental impact reports and designing best practices for deployment will be essential for the offshore floating wind sector.
Offshore Wind Cleans Up the Air Quality for Communities near Peaker Plants.

Currently, California’s peak electricity demand is mostly met with simple-cycle natural gas combustion turbines known as “peaker plants” or “peakers.”\textsuperscript{57} Due to the storable nature of natural gas, peaker plant operators can quickly control when to turn on or shut off a plant, keeping supply matched to demand.\textsuperscript{58} Peakers tend to be inefficient and expensive compared to combined-cycle gas turbine (CCGT) plants but are used only when energy demand is not met with baseload sources.\textsuperscript{59} Additionally, peaker plants emit higher rates of carbon dioxide (CO\textsubscript{2}) and nitrogen oxides (NOx) per unit produced than do baseload combined-cycle gas turbines because pollution emission rates during their start-up and shut-down are greater than during continuous operation.\textsuperscript{60} Making matters worse, peaker plants are commonly run on days already experiencing poor air quality.\textsuperscript{61} Even as natural gas power plant usage begins to phase out with SB 100, many may start and stop much more frequently than before, potentially resulting in more NOx emissions.\textsuperscript{62}

Peaker Plants Impact Air Quality and Community Health.

Gas-fired power plant emissions create air pollution that causes serious adverse local and regional health effects.\textsuperscript{63} Health impacts of natural gas power plants can happen hundreds of miles away from the source, and numerous studies have linked proximity to power plants with negative health effects, including adverse birth outcomes, hospital visits for respiratory illness, acute coronary issues, reduced lung function in children, and increased emergency room visits among the elderly.\textsuperscript{64} The air and water pollution emitted by coal and natural gas plants is also linked to respiratory problems, neurological damage, heart attacks, cancer, premature death, and a host of other serious problems.\textsuperscript{65} Most of these negative health impacts come from air and water pollution that wind energy technologies simply do not produce.\textsuperscript{66}

In addition to the many life-altering health impacts caused by peaker plants and CCGT emissions, environmental justice communities are now further at risk with the COVID-19 pandemic. In April 2020, a nationwide study from Harvard University identified that long-term exposure to air pollution from power plants, specifically fine particulate matter (PM\textsubscript{2.5}), is associated with an increased risk of death from COVID-19.\textsuperscript{67} The COVID-19 health crisis has further highlighted the inequitable burden of health disparities these communities face. As of 2019, there were around 195 peaker and CCGT plants in California, providing approximately 32 GW of generation capacity to the grid.\textsuperscript{68} 152 of the 195 plants are located within 5 miles of the top 25\textsuperscript{th} percentile of CalEnviroScreen...
Figure 3: Maps of Natural Gas Power Plants & Impacted Communities

Source: Brightline Defense
environmental health burdens, and when exposed to environmental health stressors, especially poor air quality, they are more likely to experience adverse health outcomes.

Reducing fossil fuel emissions is the only action to curb detrimental health impacts on frontline communities.

**Offshore Wind Can Help Phase Out Demand for Peaker Plants.**

To successfully phase out peaker plants, offshore wind and other renewable energy sources will need to be paired with energy storage technologies that are crucial for providing deployable round-the-clock electricity. Models applied by the Union of Concerned Scientists found that in 2018, 23% of CCGT generation capacity and 24% of peaker capacity could be retired within the same year without negatively affecting grid reliability. The removal of even one peaker plant results in substantial air pollution reduction. Peakers can economically be an ideal entry point for offshore wind and battery storage. Although peaker plants are cheap to build, they are costly to run—more expensive than larger "baseload" gas, coal, nuclear, and hydroelectric plants. If battery prices come down, even modestly, about 82% of new peaker capacity could instead be replaced by batteries charged with renewables. Reducing California’s dependence on gas-fired power plants would result in significant health and economic benefits in environmental justice communities for generations.

**Offshore Wind Mitigates Climate Change through Decarbonization.**

Advancing the state’s climate change and renewable energy targets, offshore wind energy offers a bounty of untapped clean energy to address many of the state’s most pressing matters related to climate change, including sea level rise, drought, higher wildfire risk, agricultural loss, public health impacts, and habitat and species loss. To reduce these impacts of climate change, immediate decarbonization of our electric grid is needed. Offshore wind energy presents a way to meet the state’s energy needs while also significantly reducing greenhouse gas emissions. One GW of offshore wind energy could power 350,000 homes with clean renewable energy, and deploying 21 GW of offshore wind could power 7,350,000 homes.
Humboldt Bay is likely the most viable port for assembling offshore floating wind turbines. The port would need extensive rebuilding and upgrades, including dredging shipping lanes for heavy cranes to assemble the floating platforms. Following the completion of the Humboldt Bay port, other ports along the coast of California could be developed to deploy offshore wind for local BOEM approved sites; however, fully assembled turbines may need to be transported from Humboldt Bay to these ports.

In August 2019, the Humboldt Bay Harbor District issued a Request for Proposals to develop a 100-acre site for an offshore wind terminal and manufacturing facility. Interested developers struggled to form proposals because BOEM’s leasing process had not been officially started, and there was no proposed state aid to develop the port. This port would also need extensive development including many updates to surrounding roads and increased transmission capacity. Although transmission capacity in Humboldt will need to be expanded to serve more densely populated areas and coastal load centers, other offshore wind sites may reuse existing transmission infrastructure of retired coastal power plants. For example, the Diablo Canyon nuclear plant is planned for retirement in 2025, freeing up many gigawatts of transmission capacity for the proposed Diablo Canyon offshore wind site. Additionally, several other coastal power plants are scheduled
for retirement or have already been shut down, creating available transmission infrastructure for offshore wind.\textsuperscript{85}

To secure the future of offshore wind in California, the government must work with the energy industry and establish grid and port infrastructure. Even with physically sound ports, the BOEM proposed offshore wind sites may face federal challenges from the Department of Defense.\textsuperscript{86} Collaboration between trade unions, environmental groups, the Department of Defense, local and state government officials, and state regulators will be crucial for the future success of offshore wind in California.

**California Supply Chain Will Allow for Maximum Economic Recovery.**

In order to reveal the largest economic and employment benefits from the offshore wind industry, a California supply chain should be developed. A local supply chain for the primary components of wind turbine generators, towers, and floating platforms would create thousands of manufacturing and construction jobs.\textsuperscript{87} Today, most of the offshore wind industry’s supply chain is centered in Europe, and in the near future, China is likely to become a major exporter of wind components.\textsuperscript{88} Offshore floating turbines are larger than land-based wind turbines, with expected heights exceeding 800 ft and large blades reaching up to 300 ft long.\textsuperscript{89} These blades are too large to be transported on existing highways or rail lines and can only be manufactured quayside or delivered by ship from a manufacturer located at another nearby port.\textsuperscript{90}

California’s distance from global wind industry manufacturing centers could create an added opportunity to develop an in-state supply chain. To see this happen, there would need to be a state commitment of at least 10 GW of offshore capacity in order for turbine manufacturers and government officials to invest hundreds of millions of dollars to build high-tech factories.\textsuperscript{91} If floating foundation manufacturing were initiated in California, the potential export demand from other states could result in West Coast shipyard unions regaining significant employment opportunities.\textsuperscript{92} Policy for future offshore wind commitments is a crucial component needed to build successful long-term offshore wind projects and bring investment opportunities for manufacturing. Local content legislation and regulation are also important policy tools available to require developers to use in-state suppliers and support a local supply chain.\textsuperscript{93}
Conclusion

Offshore wind energy in California presents a multitude of benefits, from reducing greenhouse gas emissions and mitigating climate change to creating tens of thousands of green jobs and strengthening the state’s renewable energy portfolio. As explored in this report, transitioning from polluting peaker plants toward offshore wind power generation improves public health and air quality, especially in environmental justice communities. Manufacturing and development for offshore wind infrastructure and projects offer both immediate and long-term job creation across many trades. Offshore wind can create local and equitable jobs across the state, revitalizing unemployed communities as well as communities dependent on employment from the fossil fuel industry. Considering the economic toll of COVID-19, these new jobs are now more important than ever. Offshore wind has immense potential to achieve California’s renewable energy goals with swift investment in strengthening a green workforce – powering our shared, sustainable future.
Appendix A

Floating Wind Technology

Fixed bottom offshore wind foundations are not easily built on California’s narrow continental shelf, and steep transitions from the shelf to the seafloor make these locations too deep. Floating offshore wind foundations will thus need to be designed and constructed to meet California’s bathymetric requirements. While fixed-bottom offshore wind is already a multibillion-dollar established industry, floating wind technology and manufacturing are still developing and provide interesting opportunities for expanding the renewable energy and green jobs sector.

Figure A: Fixed Bottom vs. Floating Offshore Wind Technology

Source: Wind Power Monthly

Note: Fixed bottom foundation designs are shown in blue (left side), and floating foundation designs that may be deployed in California are shown in red (right side).
Appendix B

Peak Demand & “The Duck Curve”

As renewable energy has become a major source of California’s electric generation, requirements and strategies for managing the timing imbalance between peak demand and renewable energy production has become a constant barrier to reaching a completely renewable grid. This barrier is known as the “duck curve.” Offshore wind can provide energy at crucial peak hours with fast and steady wind speeds throughout the day and night during all four seasons, differentiating itself from onshore wind farms which produce energy with less consistent capacity. The timing of peak offshore wind generation perfectly dovetails with peak electricity demand across California.

Figure B: Offshore Wind Can Deliver During Peak Demand

Source: UC Berkeley Labor Center, Green Economy Program

Source: U.S. Energy Information Administration, July 24, 2017

Source: Musoid, Beiter, Togan and Smith, 2016

Source: UC Berkeley Labor Center, Green Economy Program
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